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There is increasing evidence that the phase of
ongoing oscillations plays a role in neural coding,
but its relative importance throughout the brain has
yet to be understood.We assessed single-trial phase
coding in four temporal lobe and four frontal lobe
regions of the human brain using local field potentials
(LFPs) recorded during a card-matching task. In the
temporal lobe, classification of correct/incorrect
matches based on LFP phase was significantly
better than classification based on amplitude and
comparable to the full LFP signal. Surprisingly, in
these regions, the correct/incorrect mean phases
became aligned to one another before they diverged
and coded for trial outcome. Neural responses in the
amygdala were consistent with a mechanism of
phase resetting, while parahippocampal gyrus activ-
ity was indicative of evoked potentials. These find-
ings highlight the importance of phase coding in
human medial temporal lobe and suggest that
different brain regions may represent information in
diverse ways.
INTRODUCTION
Neural coding refers to the representation of external stimuli or
behavioral processes in the electrical activity of one or more
neurons (Kreiman, 2004). There is increasing evidence that the
phase of ongoing neuronal oscillations in sensory areas can
code for external stimuli. For example, the phase of an oscillation
can outperform the amplitude as a decoder of auditory signals
(Ng et al., 2013). Similarly, the addition of phase or phase-of-
firing to neural decoding schemes increases the amount of
information they provide about a stimulus, as seen in the auditory
(Kayser et al., 2009) and visual cortex (Montemurro et al., 2008)
of nonhuman primates. Higher level brain areas may also utilize
phase coding. In prefrontal cortex, the phase of the gamma
oscillation is thought to provide a framework for the encoding
of objects in memory (Siegel et al., 2009). Rizzuto et al. (2006)594 Neuron 79, 594–606, August 7, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc.found a similar result in a wide variety of brain regions, reporting
that encoding and retrieval of objects in short-term memory
occurred at different values of the theta phase. However, a com-
parison of single-trial coding across multiple brain regions has
yet to be completed. In other words, which structures provide
information that allows for single-trial classification of neural sig-
nals? This is especially interesting in the temporal and frontal
lobes, where the structures are not directly associated with
one specific task or sensory modality.
The mechanism by which phase coding occurs is the subject
of much debate (Sauseng et al., 2007). There is evidence from
both human electroencephalogram (EEG) (Rousselet et al.,
2007) and nonhuman primate studies (Shah et al., 2004) that
the neural response to visual stimuli is the result of a transient
evoked potential riding on top of an ongoing oscillation. On the
other hand, a reset of the phase, with no associated increase
in amplitude, has been seen in response to processes ofmemory
(Rizzuto et al., 2003), spatial visual attention (Makeig et al., 2002),
and auditory attention (Lakatos et al., 2013). Fell et al. (2004)
reported that both evoked potentials and phase resetting
contributed to generation of event-related potentials during
visual oddball detection and continuous word recognition para-
digms. It is unknown how the prevalence of such phenomena
varies across brain regions for the same task. Are different
regions of the brain associated with different mechanisms?
How is each mechanism related to the demands of the task?
Here, we study single-trial phase coding simultaneously in
eight different regions of the human brain (four in the temporal
lobe and four in the frontal lobe) using local field potentials
(LFPs) recorded during a card-matching task. We assess the
relevance of the localized neural signals to phase coding and
test two possible mechanisms associated with the responses
in each brain region.
We find that, in discriminating between correct and incorrect
trials, the phase of a narrowband LFP signal centered at 2 Hz
is almost as effective as the full LFP signal and is superior to
the amplitude. In addition, the ability to classify single trials is
significantly better in regions of the temporal lobe as opposed
to the frontal lobe. We also analyze the dynamics of the temporal
lobe neural response, finding that the mean phases of correct
and incorrect trials become aligned just after the stimulus
appears. Lastly, we use a model-based approach to examine
the mechanisms by which these responses are generated. The
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Figure 1. The Card-Matching Task and Mean LFP Responses
(A) The task was a computer-based card game that required the
subject to locate matching pairs of images. Each puzzle contained eight
pairs of images, and each subject completed two sets of ten puzzles. Each
‘‘trial’’ was defined as the opening of a pair of cards anywhere within the
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Phase Coding in Human Medial Temporal Lobedata from the amygdala are suggestive of phase resetting, while
responses in the hippocampus, parahippocampal gyrus, and en-
torhinal cortex exhibit characteristics consistent with an evoked
response. Altogether, these data highlight the prevalence of
low-frequency phase coding in the medial temporal lobe (as
compared to the frontal lobe) and suggest that individual brain
regions may operate differently. In other words, not all brain
areas use the same neural code.
RESULTS
Evoked Responses Differ for Correct and Incorrect
Trials and Have a Strong 2 Hz Component
Six subjects performed a card-matching task similar to the
classic ‘‘memory’’ card game (Figure 1A). Sixteen face-down
cards were presented on a laptop computer screen, and the
goal was to identify the eight pairs of matching cards by turning
over two of them in succession. For each pair chosen by the sub-
ject, the two cards either matched (a ‘‘correct’’ response) or did
not match (an ‘‘incorrect’’ response). Microwire electrodes were
implanted in various brain regions as part of surgical planning for
epilepsy, and the LFP was measured during the task. Relative to
the onset of the visual stimuli, the average LFP responses for
correct and incorrect trials were typically similar after the pre-
sentation of the first card, but they differed after the second
card was revealed (Figure 1B). The power spectra of the average
LFP responses triggered on the opening of the second card
showed a dominant component at 2 Hz (Figure 1C). This was
consistent with the baseline power spectra (Figure S1A available
online), where many electrodes exhibited power at 2 Hz that was
above expected levels (Figure S1B). This suggests that the
stimulus-locked response may involve the modulation of an
ongoing oscillation.
There are different ways in which the modulation of the ampli-
tude and/or phase (Figure 2A) of an ongoing oscillation can
shape the average local field potential. This is most readily
understood by comparing three idealized, simulated examples.
First, if the amplitude is modulated but the phase is random
from trial to trial, then the result is an ‘‘induced oscillation’’ (Fig-
ure 2B, left). Second, if there is no change in amplitude but the
phase is adjusted such that it reaches a specific value at a fixed
time after the stimulus, a so-called ‘‘phase reset’’ occurs in each
trial (Figure 2B, right). Third, in the case of an ‘‘evoked potential,’’
a waveform of a given shape is added to an ongoing oscillation of
arbitrary phase in each trial, affecting both the phase and ampli-
tude (Figure 2B, middle). These three types of responses canpuzzle. In a correct trial, the two cards matched. Otherwise, the trial was
incorrect.
(B) Themean LFP responses to correct (blue) and incorrect (red) matches were
similar on the first click, but significant differences arose when the subject
clicked on the second card. The responses varied over subjects and brain
regions. RPHG, right parahippocampal gyrus; RAH, right anterior hippo-
campus; REC, right entorhinal cortex; LA, left amygdala; and RA, right
amygdala. Note that these responses have been scaled to appear the same
size; amplitude of the mean LFP varied from 14.81 mV to 367.84 mV.
(C) The power spectra of themean LFPs in (B) show a peak at2Hz, indicating
that this is the primary frequency contributing to the response.
See also Figure S1.
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Figure 2. Different Response Mechanisms Are Associated with Phase and Amplitude Carrying Different Amounts of Information
(A) Every electrophysiological signal (black line, top) within a narrow frequency band can be decomposed into amplitude (red line, top) and phase information
(bottom).
(B) LFP responses to a stimulus can be divided into three idealized categories based on the mechanism that generated them: induced oscillations, evoked
potentials, and phase resetting. Here, the black traces represent individual simulated trials of LFP and the colored trace at the bottom represents the mean of
1,000 simulated trials. For each trial, the ongoing oscillation has a randomly chosen phase prior to the stimulus. In an induced oscillation (left panel), only the
amplitude is altered in response to the stimulus, and the mean across trials is zero (green line). In contrast, a phase reset (right panel) modulates only the phase of
the ongoing oscillation such that it reaches a specific value at a specific time. Here, the oscillation reaches a phase of p/2 at625 ms, causing a brief oscillatory
mean response (red line). A stimulus-evoked response (middle panel) that is added to the ongoing oscillation will change both the amplitude and phase of the LFP.
The mean (blue line) reflects the shape of the evoked potential.
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Phase Coding in Human Medial Temporal Lobeoccur due to several different physiological phenomena,
including dynamic responses to driving inputs and modulatory
changes in synaptic connectivity (David et al., 2006).
These examples demonstrate that the phase and amplitude
can carry different amounts of information about the behavioral
event. It is theoretically possible for the phase alone (Figure 2B,
right) or amplitude alone (Figure 2B, left) to carry all the informa-
tion, or they can both contribute in part. A central goal of our
study is to determine the prevalence of these different response
types in the medial temporal and frontal areas of the human
brain. We also aim to better understand these electrophysio-
logical signals by asking which component carries the most
information about behavioral events.
In the Temporal Lobe, Classification Based on 2 Hz
Phase Rivals Classification Using the Full LFP
We used the LFP measurements, triggered on the first and sec-
ond card presentations, to calculate the discriminability index
d0 between correct and incorrect trials. This was done using
the full LFP signal ðd 0LFPÞ and using the amplitude ðd
0
ampÞ and
phase ðd 0phaseÞ of the signal at a given frequency after decompos-
ing the LFP using a wavelet transform (Figure 2A; see Experi-
mental Procedures). There was a clear dependence of d 0 on
frequency (Figure 3A). Discriminability was low for phase and
amplitude after the first click (Figure 3A, black lines), but it was
substantially higher for phase than amplitude after the second
click (Figure 3A, red lines). The differences between d
0
amp and
d
0
phase were greatest for frequencies below 4 Hz (Wilcoxon596 Neuron 79, 594–606, August 7, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc.sign-rank test; p = 1 3 1036 at 2.14 Hz; see also Figure S2A),
and the largest average value for d
0
phase occurred at 2.14 Hz.
Interestingly, in addition to differences between phase and
amplitude classifiers, there were differences between brain re-
gions. The values of d
0
phase in the temporal lobe (n = 1,008)
were significantly larger than those in the frontal lobe (n = 644)
when measured after the second click (Figure 3B). Again, the
largest average d
0
phase value occurred at a frequency of
2.14 Hz, where the difference between temporal and frontal
values was greatest (two-sample t test; p = 1 3 1039; see
also Figure S2B).
Looking specifically at 2.14 Hz, a scatter plot of all d 0 values in
the temporal lobe confirms that classification using the phase of
the LFP is better than classification using the amplitude, and it
demonstrates that the d0 values based on phase rival those
obtained using the full LFP signal (Figure 3C, top left). No such
relationships were found in the frontal lobe regions, where the
d0 values were lower (Figure 3C, bottom).
To assess the significance of individual d 0 values, we
employed the technique of permutation resampling. For each
electrode, all correct and incorrect trials were pooled together.
Then, two new groups (of equal size to the original correct and
incorrect groups) were chosen randomly without replacement
by random assignment of the correct/incorrect labels to each
waveform. These two new groups were used to calculate a
classifier and an associated d0 value. Repeating this procedure
1,000 times produced a distribution of d 0 values under the
null hypothesis of independence between correct/incorrect
A B
C
Figure 3. Comparison of Discriminability
Based on Phase, Amplitude, and Raw LFP
Classifiers in the Temporal and Frontal
Lobes
(A) The phase classifier provides better discrimi-
nation than the amplitude classifier after the sec-
ond click, with the largest average value of d
0
phase
occurring at 2.14 Hz. This plot shows the mean
d 0 value at each frequency, taken over all 1,652
bipolar electrode measurements.
(B) The mean values of d
0
phase in the temporal lobe
(n = 1,008) are superior to those in the frontal lobe
(n = 644). This panel shows the phase data (solid
red and black lines) from (A) after it has been
separated by brain region. Again, the peak value
occurs after the second click at 2.14 Hz.
(C) In the temporal lobe (top panels), the approxi-
mate 1:1 relationship between d
0
phase at 2.14 Hz
and d
0
LFP indicates that they have a similar effec-
tiveness in single-trial classification (top left). Each
dot represents LFP data from a single bipolar
measurement after the second click. Further, both
d
0
LFP and d
0
phase at 2.14 Hz are superior to
discrimination based on the amplitude ðd 0ampÞ at
the same frequency (top middle and right).
Electrodes in the frontal lobe (bottom panels) do
not exhibit the same relationships between
discrimination based on phase, amplitude, and the
full LFP signal.
See also Figure S2.
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Phase Coding in Human Medial Temporal Loberesponse and waveform shape. If the measured d0 value was in
the top 5% of this distribution, it was concluded that the result
was unlikely to have occurred by chance.
When the analysis was restricted to significant d0 values based
on permutation resampling, classification performance was
again superior in the temporal lobe. Out of 1,008 bipolar mea-
surements in the temporal lobe, 162 (16.1%) had significant
d0 values. In the frontal lobe, 36 electrodes out of 644 (5.6%)
had significant d0 values. This trend remained when the data
were split into individual brain regions. The amygdala, entorhinal
cortex, hippocampus, and parahippocampal gyrus had higher
mean d0 values and a larger percentage of significant values
than individual frontal regions (Table 1).
Statistical tests on the significant d0 values were consistent
with the results already presented: following the presentation
of the second card, classification based on phase was better
than classification based on amplitude (Figure 4A) and d0 values
in the temporal lobe were higher than d0 values in the frontal lobe
regions (Figure 4B). Therefore, the low-frequency phase in the
temporal lobe appears to play a large role in the encoding of
stimuli.Neuron 79, 594–60Note that the percentage of significant
d0 values in the frontal lobe matches the
5% significance level of the statistical
test. It is likely that these are false posi-
tives as a result of making multiple
comparisons. However, correcting for
multiple comparisons in this case is not
trivial; the bipolar nature of the electrodemeasurements means that they are not completely independent
from one another, and the fact that all electrodes in a single
patient are driven by the same stimulus is another source of
correlations between measurements. We therefore choose to
focus on the strong results from the temporal lobe and use
data from the frontal lobe only as a means of comparison. This
highlights the difference between regions where the phase is
important for information processing and those where it is not.
In what follows, unless stated otherwise, the analyses will
include only those electrodes that were found to have significant
d0 values based on the phase at 2.14 Hz, using LFP signals
triggered on the presentation of the second image. We will
compare the electrodes in the temporal lobe (n = 162) to
electrodes in the frontal lobe (n = 36).
Classification Performance in the Temporal Lobe Is
Associated with a Transient Increase in IPC
The results presented thus far have shown that, in certain cases,
it is possible to discriminate between correct and incorrect single
trials using the phase of the LFP. This implies that there is a
certain amount of consistency in the phase across trials. The6, August 7, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc. 597
Table 1. Data and Results from Six Human Subjects, Sorted by Brain Region
Region Data Classification Statistics IPC/Amplitude Correlation
Number
Significant
Mean of
Significant d 0
First Click Second Click
Temporal lobe regions Six patients, 1,008 bipolar
measurements
162 (16.1%) 0.622 — —
Amygdala Four patients, 224 bipolar
measurements
43 (19.2%) 0.644 r = 0.09 (p = 0.008) r = 0.04 (NS)
Entorhinal cortex Four patients, 196 bipolar
measurements
29 (14.8%) 0.715 r = 0.27 (p = 1.2 3 1014) r = 0.08 (p = 0.025)
Hippocampus Six patients, 280 bipolar
measurements
39 (13.9%) 0.588 r = 0.29 (p = 9 3 1023) r = 0.14 (p = 2 3 106)
Parahippocampal gyrus Three patients, 168 bipolar
measurements
37 (22.0%) 0.701 r = 0.37 (p = 8.4 3 1024) r = 0.48 (p = 9.5 3 1040)
Frontal lobe regions Six patients, 644 bipolar
measurements
36 (5.6%) 0.330 — —
Presupplementary
motor area
Three patients, 168 bipolar
measurements
8 (4.8%) 0.362 r = 0.005 (NS) r = 0.11 (p = 0.005)
Anterior cingulate Four patients, 224 bipolar
measurements
11 (4.9%) 0.300 r = 0.074 (p = 0.027) r = 0.026 (NS)
Middle cingulate Two patients, 56 bipolar
measurements
8 (14.3%) 0.352 r = 0.31 (p = 3.2 3 106) r = 0.083 (NS)
Orbitofrontal Two patients, 112 bipolar
measurements
6 (5.4%) 0.305 r = 0.22 (p = 3.7 3 106) r = 0.13 (p = 0.008)
The middle two columns list the classification results based on significant d0 values (as shown in Figure 4), and the two rightmost columns list the
correlation coefficients when comparing amplitude and IPC (as in Figure 8). Five regions were measured in only one patient and are not included in
this table: superior temporal gyrus, posterior temporal, fusiform gyrus, supplementary motor area, and frontal. The total number of bipolar measure-
ments was 1,652. NS, not significant.
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at a given point in time, an IPC of zero indicates uniformly distrib-
uted phases and a value of one indicates that all trials have the
same phase. In the temporal lobe, there is an increase in IPC
that occurs during the presentation of the stimulus for both cor-
rect and incorrect trials (Figure 5). The peak values of IPC are
reached at 476 ms and 591 ms for correct and incorrect trials,
respectively. In the frontal regions, no increase in IPC is apparent
(Figure 5). Therefore, an increase in IPC is one characteristic of
LFP signals in the temporal lobe that contributes to classification
performance and is clearly different from the behavior of frontal
regions.
Dynamics of Phase Coherence and Mean Phase
Difference
The statistical significance of the IPC measurement can be
tested by asking the following question: At what point in time
during the response are the phases statistically different from a
uniform distribution? If the distribution is approximately uniform,
the ‘‘mean’’ phase will be the result of noise and will have no
meaning. In the temporal lobe, a Rayleigh test of uniformity
shows that the phases during both correct and incorrect trials
are nonuniform just after the stimulus is presented and remain
nonuniform for about 1 s (Figures 6A and 6B, black lines). Both
mean p values are at or below 0.05 during the time interval
t = 119–944 ms. Phases in the frontal lobe electrodes are, on
average, uniform over the entire interval and thus do not reach
statistical significance (Figures 6A and 6B, blue lines).598 Neuron 79, 594–606, August 7, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc.Next, given that there is a distribution of phases around each
mean, we can ask whether the phase distributions for correct
and incorrect responses have different median values. In the
temporal lobe, the correct and incorrect trials have statistically
different medians (circular Kruskal-Wallis test, p < 0.05) during
the interval 483–762ms after the onset of the second image (Fig-
ure 6C, black line). Again, the electrodes in the frontal lobe never
reach a level of statistical significance (Figure 6C, blue line).
The results of these statistical tests yield some insight into the
dynamics of the phase difference between correct and incorrect
trials. In the temporal lobe, the mean phase difference across
electrodes varies smoothly over time (Figure 6D, dashed black
line). The phase difference is zero 90ms after the image appears,
which roughly corresponds to the beginning of the time interval
when the phase distributions are statistically nonuniform (Fig-
ure 6D, dark gray line). Therefore, there is an alignment of the
correct and incorrect phases early in the presentation of the sec-
ond image. Over time, the phase difference increases, and its
peak value at p corresponds to the time interval where the
median phase values are statistically different (Figure 6D, green
line). We hypothesize that this similarity in correct and incorrect
trials just after the presentation of the stimulus serves as a com-
mon starting point for the unique neural responses to the stim-
ulus itself, analogous to the reset of an integrator.
We can verify that the zero mean phase difference is not an
artifact of averaging by looking at the fraction of electrodes
with a large mean phase difference (Figure 6E). Only 30% of
electrodes in the temporal regions have amean phase difference
A B Figure 4. Statistical Analysis of Significant
d0 Values across Classifiers and Brain
Regions
(A) Classification based on phase was better than
classification based on amplitude. Here, permuta-
tion resamplingwasused to identify electrodeswith
significant d0 values at 2.14 Hz. A one-way ANOVA
and multiple comparisons test indicate that classi-
fiers based on the full LFP, phase, and amplitude
produce significantly different mean d 0 values for
the second click. The differences occurredwhen all
d 0 valueswere included and alsowhen the analysis
was restricted to significantd0 values. All testswere
done at a significance of p = 0.01.
(B) Classification in the temporal lobe is superior to
the frontal lobe. The differences in d 0 were highly
significant for the full LPF classifier and the phase
classifier after the second click (two-sample
t test). This panel shows data from significant
d 0 values only. In both panels, phase and ampli-
tude were calculated at 2.14 Hz, and the vertical
error bars indicate SD. Key: *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01,
***p < 0.001.
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Phase Coding in Human Medial Temporal Lobegreater than p/2 when the phase distributions are significantly
nonuniform at t = 119 ms. On the other hand, 57% of elec-
trodes in the temporal lobe have a large mean phase difference
at t = 500 ms when the IPC values are at their peak. Therefore,
the phase difference is likely to be small just after the stimulus
appears, and the number of electrodes with large phase differ-
ences increases while the image is showing (consistent with Fig-
ure 6D). Note that, while the data before t = 0 appear smooth and
may give an idea of the overall trend, they are not statistically
significant.
These analyses highlight the key differences in the phase of
LFPs between temporal and frontal regions and provide a clear
picture of how the responses develop by first aligning in phase
and later developing different means. In addition, the largestFigure 5. Phase Dynamics in Temporal and Frontal Regions Are
Different
In the temporal lobe (left panel), there is an increase inmean IPC in response to
the stimulus for both correct (blue) and incorrect (red) trials. The peak value for
correct trials is at 476 ms, and the peak value for incorrect trials is reached at
591 ms. In contrast, there is no increase in mean IPC in the frontal lobe elec-
trodes (right panel). Both panels show responses following the second click,
and the means were calculated using electrodes with significant d0 values. IPC
is based on phase at 2.14 Hz.phase differences in the temporal lobe coincide with the
maximum values of IPC. This is consistent with the idea that a
high d 0 value is a product of both an increase in IPC and a large
mean phase difference (Rizzuto et al., 2006). More detailed
analyses reveal that, as one may expect, d
0
phase increases with
both increased phase coherence and with phase difference
between correct and incorrect trials (Figure S3).
Establishing the Underlying Mechanism: Identification
of Phase Resetting and Evoked Potentials
The LFP responses observed during the memory task could be
generated by different mechanisms. Earlier, we noted that align-
ment of phases across trials could be caused by a ‘‘reset’’ of
ongoing oscillations (Figure 2B, right). If this is the case, the oscil-
lation should be present before the stimulus, there should be an
increase in phase coherence caused by the stimulus, and there
should be no associated increase in amplitude (Shah et al.,
2004). Alternatively, the increase in IPC could be caused by the
presence of a stimulus-evoked response added to ongoing
activity (Figure 2B, middle). Such a signal would cause a
temporary increase in power at the frequency in question.
In practice, these twomechanisms are difficult to differentiate.
Note that the additive evoked response and the phase reset can
produce the same average across trials and the induced oscilla-
tion produced no mean response (Figure 2B). Thus, the average
signal is not a reliable way to identify the underlying mechanism.
Instead, the responses in each electrode can be characterized
by the mean amplitude over all trials and the IPC. Note that the
amplitude is acquired from thewavelet transform of individual tri-
als of LFP data, so a group of trials can have an increase in mean
amplitude, even if mismatched phases cause the mean of the
raw LFP signals to be zero. This is the case for the induced oscil-
lation: there is an increase inmean amplitude due to the stimulus,
but there is no increase in IPC (Figure 7A, green). The evoked
potential produces an increase in both mean amplitude and
IPC (Figure 7A, blue), and the phase reset causes an increase
in IPCwith no associated increase in mean amplitude (Figure 7A,Neuron 79, 594–606, August 7, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc. 599
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Figure 6. Dynamics of Phase Distribution
Statistics
(A and B) In the temporal lobe, a Rayleigh test of
uniformity indicates that the phase distributions for
both correct (A) and incorrect matches (B) are
nonuniform. The mean p values taken over signif-
icant electrodes in the temporal lobe (black line)
and frontal lobe (blue line) are shown. In the
temporal lobe, correct trials meet the criteria p <
0.05 (dashed line) for 26–944ms after the stimulus,
and incorrect trials achieve significance for 119–
1,063 ms after the stimulus.
(C) For electrodes in the temporal lobe, a test of the
median values of the correct and incorrect phase
distributions (analogous to the Kruskal-Wallis test)
indicates that the median phases are significantly
different from one another over the time interval
483–762ms (p < 0.05, dashed line). Again, this plot
shows themean p value calculated over significant
electrodes. Note that the traces were smoothed
with a 49 point (25 ms) moving average.
(D) In the temporal lobe, the mean phase differ-
ence is small just after the image appears and
increases over the course of the trial. For each
electrode, we calculated the mean phases for
correct and incorrect trials and found the angular
difference between the two. We then averaged the
phase differences over all significant electrodes in the temporal lobe (dashed line). Time windows of significant nonuniformity (119–944 ms, bold gray line) and a
significant difference between median phases (483–762 ms, bold green line) are shown based on the results from (A)–(C).
(E) As a complement to (D), few electrodes have a large phase difference (>p/2) just after t = 0, and this number increases as the image remains visible. This
verifies that the results in (D) were not an artifact of averaging a circular quantity. The number of electrodes is shown as a fraction of the total, and statistical
significance is marked by bold gray and green lines, as in (D). All circular statistics presented here were done using the free MATLAB toolbox CircStat
(Berens, 2009).
See also Figure S3.
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mean amplitude and IPC to identify the mechanism involved.
To assess this strategy, we created idealized models of an
induced oscillation, an evoked potential, and a phase reset (Fig-
ures 2 and 7A; see also Experimental Procedures). We then ran
300 simulations of each model. Each simulation represented
data from one electrode, and we used different levels of noise
for each one. For each electrode, we recorded the IPC and
mean amplitude at 600 ms after the stimulus. This time was
chosen because the peak of the IPC and mean amplitude in
the ideal case (no noise) occurred at 600 ms. A plot of the re-
sulting data showed that each mechanism produced a distinct
distribution of points in the (IPC, amplitude)-plane (Figure 7B).
The induced oscillation was represented by a vertical distribution
of points with very low IPC (Figure 7B, green), consistent with the
amplitude being modulated but phase being random. The
evoked potential was associated with a positive correlation
between the mean amplitude and IPC (Figure 7B, blue). Finally,
a phase reset resulted in a distribution where the mean ampli-
tude was essentially flat, despite changes in IPC (Figure 7B, red).
We performed the same analysis on the LFP data from the
card-matching task and grouped the electrodes based on the
recording location. Rather than using the amplitude, a Z score
of the wavelet amplitude was used to account for varying levels
of noise and different numbers of trials in each patient. Values of
IPC and Z score were taken at 534 ms, based on an average of
the peak IPC times for correct and incorrect trials (Figure 5).600 Neuron 79, 594–606, August 7, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc.When the data were separated by brain region, they showed
evidence for both phase resetting and evoked potentials (Fig-
ure 8; Table 1). The amygdala is a candidate for phase resetting,
as it has relatively high values of IPC but no statistically signifi-
cant correlation between IPC and z-score. In stark contrast,
the parahippocampal gyrus showed a clear, statistically signifi-
cant correlation between amplitude and IPC, as one expects in
the case of an evoked response. Both the entorhinal cortex
and hippocampus also showed statistically significant correla-
tions but with smaller magnitudes, making a concrete deter-
mination of the underlying mechanism a bit more difficult to
establish with these data. Similarly, the data from frontal lobe
electrodes were inconclusive due to the low values of IPC.
Note that, by using the correlation coefficient to interpret the
data, we are relying on the assumption that all electrodes from
a given brain region will behave in a similar fashion. This is a
limitation of the present analysis.
DISCUSSION
By using human depth electrode recordings, we were able to
study the phenomena of phase coding in temporal and frontal
brain regions. The localized nature of these microwire measure-
ments was unique to our study, as previous work in humans
was done using EEG, electrocorticography, or larger intracra-
nial EEG contacts, often in just one or two regions at a time.
First, our results provide evidence that the phase is a key
A B Figure 7. Identification of Underlying Mech-
anisms in the Mathematical Model
(A) By combining amplitude information and the
IPC, it is possible to distinguish between the three
simulated mechanisms (Figure 2). Here, the
amplitude of each trial was defined as the magni-
tude of the wavelet coefficient at 2 Hz and the
average was taken over all 1,000 trials of simulated
LFP. Induced oscillations (green and Figure 2B,
left) will produce an increase in mean amplitude
after the stimulus onset (top panel) but no increase
in IPC (bottom panel). An evoked potential (blue
and Figure 2B, middle) will lead to an increase in
mean amplitude concurrent with an increase in
IPC. A phase reset (red and Figure 2B, right) will
cause an increase in IPC but no increase in mean
amplitude across trials.
(B) Over all simulated electrodes, a plot of the IPC
andmean amplitude at the peak of the response (600ms) results in a unique distribution of points for eachmechanism. Here, each point represents data from one
electrode and all threemechanismswere simulated for each electrode. The simulated signals were the same as in (A), but a varying amount of 1/f noisewas added
to each electrode to mimic the variability of the human LFP data. The amplitude has been rescaled by a subtraction of the prestimulus activity (see Experimental
Procedures). Note that amplitude and IPC are positively correlated in the case of the evoked potential (blue) but are uncorrelated when measured for the phase
reset (red).
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Phase Coding in Human Medial Temporal Lobeelement of information processing in the temporal lobe, where
the ability to discriminate between correct and incorrect re-
sponses was clearly superior when compared to the frontal
lobe (Figures 3 and 4). Second, we report a feature of the
LFP phase dynamics in response to the stimulus. Surprisingly,
we found that the difference between correct and incorrect
mean phases is smallest just after the second card is revealed,
indicating a process of phase alignment (Figure 6). Later, the
mean phases diverge to code for the outcome of the trial. Third,
our model-based analysis of the mechanism underlying these
responses suggests the presence of an evoked potential in
the parahippocampal gyrus and phase resetting in the amyg-
dala (Figure 8).
Coding of Behavioral Responses Using Phase
The phase of ongoing oscillations has been found to provide
information regarding the coding of individual neural responses
during a behavioral task (Kayser et al., 2009; Montemurro
et al., 2008; Ng et al., 2013; Siegel et al., 2009). Our data, taken
from human depth electrodes, are in agreement with this finding
and further suggest that phase coding plays a larger role in the
temporal lobe as compared to the frontal lobe. We also find
that phase classification is best in the delta band at 2 Hz,
consistent with Montemurro et al. (2008); this is a lower
frequency than expected, as most studies focus on the theta
(4–8 Hz) or alpha (8–13 Hz) bands.
In an analysis of phase coding, the IPC is commonly used to
measure the predictability of the phase in response to a behav-
ioral stimulus. It has been found to differ for correct and incorrect
responses in a Flanker task (Cavanagh et al., 2009), winning
versus losing in a decision-making task (Cohen et al., 2009),
remembered versus forgotten words in a short-term memory
task (Fell et al., 2008), and relevant/nonrelevant stimuli when
attending to either visual images or auditory ‘‘beeps’’ (Lakatos
et al., 2008). Here, we find that, during a card-matching task,
there is an increase in IPC only in the temporal lobe. Unlike pre-vious studies, we found that the differences between IPC for cor-
rect and incorrect responses were minimal. This confirmed that
the IPC alone cannot predict the ability to classify single trials
of data. Instead, it is a combination of the IPC and a difference
of mean phases, consistent with the findings in Rizzuto et al.
(2006).
Phase Resetting and Evoked Potentials
Several recent studies have attempted to distinguish between
responses caused by evoked potentials and those due to phase
resetting (Sauseng et al., 2007). Fell et al. (2004) used a visual
oddball paradigm to compare responses generated by target/
nontarget stimuli and hits/correct rejections. They found differ-
ences in power and ‘‘phase-locking’’ (related to IPC) for each
case, specifically with regards to the timing and magnitude. In
some cases, they found an increase in phase-locking with no
increase in power, suggesting that phase resetting was present.
A similar relationship between power and IPC was found in a
short-term memory task, again signifying that phase resetting
was occurring in response to both list items and the probe
(Rizzuto et al., 2003). This reset was often accompanied by a
difference in mean phases between the two stimuli, shedding
light on potential mechanisms for encoding and retrieval (Rizzuto
et al., 2006). Phase resetting has also been seen in response to
auditory stimuli (Lakatos et al., 2013; Ng et al., 2013). On the
other hand, there have been indications that the event-related
potential generated by visual stimuli is due mainly to additive
evoked potentials (Rousselet et al., 2007; Shah et al., 2004).
In studying mechanisms of behavioral responses, such as
phase resetting and additive evoked potentials, a large number
of variations are possible (Krieg et al., 2011; Yeung et al.,
2007). We have chosen to focus on the simple definition of phase
resetting set forth by Shah et al. (2004): the response is charac-
terized by an increase in coherence with no associated increase
in power, and an ongoing oscillation is present before the stim-
ulus. However, while the definition is simple, identification of aNeuron 79, 594–606, August 7, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc. 601
Figure 8. Identification of Underlying Mech-
anisms in the Human LFP Data
As in the simulated data (Figure 7), the relationship
between amplitude and IPC can provide evidence
for which mechanism generated the neural
response. Separated by brain region, these panels
show the amplitude (as a Z score) and IPC for each
bipolar measurement 534 ms after the second
card was revealed. This time was chosen because
it is the mean of the peak IPC times for correct and
incorrect trials (Figure 5). The panels show all
bipolar measurements (black), and those associ-
ated with significant d0 values are plotted in red.
The correlation coefficient (r) and statistical sig-
nificance (p) are shown in the lower right corner.
The amplitude has been rescaled using a measure
of the prestimulus activity (see Experimental Pro-
cedures). Note that, in the parahippocampal
gyrus, the positive correlation between IPC and Z
score is suggestive of an evoked potential. How-
ever, in the amygdala, the relatively high values of
IPC and lack of positive correlation in the datamatches the characteristics of phase resetting. Data from the entorhinal cortex and hippocampus are more difficult
to interpret because the correlations are statistically significant but have smaller values of r. In the frontal lobe, the values of IPC are too low to discern which
mechanism caused the neural response. This is consistent with the Rayleigh test of uniformity, which indicated that the phase distributions over trials were
uniform (Figures 6A and 6B).
See also Figure S4.
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arbitrary selection of several criteria. We can measure changes
in power using a statistical test, but what significance level is
appropriate? Should the change in power be measured relative
to baseline values or relative to the prestimulus time period? In
the case of the IPC, we can again use a statistical test (such as
a Rayleigh test of uniformity) to identify time periods of increased
phase coherence. However, we must still choose a significance
level for the test. For example, an IPC of 0.15 may be statistically
higher than chance at some p value, but visual inspection of the
data will give no indication that a phase reset is occurring. Calcu-
lating the correlation between IPC and mean amplitude will
bypass the need to choose these significance levels, but it may
place too high of a value on small deviations from the baseline.
Given that each electrode will have differing amounts of activ-
ity across the power spectrum that can obscure the oscillation of
interest (here, at 2 Hz), we make the assumption that this added
noise will lead to smaller changes in amplitude and IPC than we
might expect. In other words, an IPC of 0.15 may not be valuable
on its own, but its contribution to a larger distribution of points
may allow for identification of the underlying mechanism. We
therefore introduced a technique that uses the wavelet ampli-
tude relative to baseline and the IPC, both measured at the
peak of the response. Due to the variation in noise across elec-
trodes, it produces a distribution of points for each brain region,
and the shape and location of that distribution indicates which
mechanism generated the response. This procedure does not
require pooling data from electrodes or correct/incorrect
responses, and we were able to demonstrate the success of
the technique using a mathematical simulation. The data were
suggestive of phase resetting in the amygdala and an evoked
potential in the parahippocampal gyrus, although the assump-
tion that all electrodes within a brain region will behave similarly
may be perceived as a weakness of this analysis.602 Neuron 79, 594–606, August 7, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc.Phase Coding Mechanisms May Reflect Brain Region
Function during the Task
By considering the demands of the card-matching task, we can
speculate about the relationship between the response mecha-
nism (phase reset or evoked potential) and the brain region in
which it occurs. We observe evidence of an evoked potential
occurring in the parahippocampal gyrus, a region that is crucial
for object-place association in nonhuman primates (Malkova
and Mishkin, 2003). Its specific role appears to be related to
the encoding of novel stimuli (Epstein et al., 1999). This is consis-
tent with the observed difference between correct and incorrect
trials during the card-matching task; after the second click, if the
match is incorrect, a new object-place association must be
formed. The images and locations change with each puzzle
and are thus a continuous source of novel stimuli. Similarly, the
entorhinal cortex is associated with both spatial and object
memory (Bellgowan et al., 2009), and the hippocampus is
thought to combine information from the ‘‘what’’ and ‘‘where’’
streams (Eichenbaum and Lipton, 2008). Again, consistent with
the spatial and object memory requirements of the task,
responses in these regions were suggestive of an evoked
potential, but they were weaker than those found in the parahip-
pocampal gyrus.
Contrast this with the neural responses in the amygdala, which
were more indicative of phase resetting. Properties of this region
may explain why this is the case. Phase synchronization
between regions of the medial temporal lobe is hypothesized
to facilitate communication and aid memory processes (Fell
and Axmacher, 2011), and the amygdala is a key component
of this (Pare´ et al., 2002). More specifically, synchrony between
the amygdala, hippocampus, and other neocortical regions
has been associated with successful recall in an auditory verbal
learning test (Babiloni et al., 2009). Therefore, we speculate that
a phase reset in the amygdala may be a mechanism for
Neuron
Phase Coding in Human Medial Temporal Lobeincreasing synchrony and communication with other regions.
Note that, to increase synchrony between two regions, only
one region will need to reset to the activity (possibly an evoked
response) of the second region.
Relationship between Discriminability and Underlying
Mechanism
To the best of our knowledge, the relationship between discrim-
inability (d 0) and the mechanisms of phase resetting and evoked
potentials has yet to be addressed rigorously in the literature. In
our study, the three brain regions characterized by correlations
between amplitude and IPC also had the largest d 0 values, but
there does not appear to be a direct relationship between these
features. First, it is important to note that a single d 0 value is
calculated based on a comparison of correct and incorrect trials
using both training and testing data sets. On the other hand, the
IPC and z-score are calculated individually for each data set and
response type. This adds to the difficulty of making a direct com-
parison between these quantities. There are cases where a
higher value of the IPC appears to roughly correlate to a higher
d 0 value (Figure S4A). Similarly, there are cases where electrodes
with a high z-score have high values of d0 (Figure S4B). There are
groups of electrodes in the entorhinal cortex and parahippocam-
pal gyrus that fit both of these criteria, suggesting that higher
d0 values are associated with an evoked potential. However, in
viewing the data as a whole, there does not appear to be a clear
relationship between d0 and the mechanism that generated the
response. For example, the electrodes in the parahippocampal
gyrus with the highest d0 values do not have the largest values
of IPC and have a Z score of approximately zero. This is due to
a very small phase difference between correct and incorrect re-
sponses (Figure S4C). Therefore, the goal of attributing the
phase coding of each brain region to one idealized mechanism
is perhaps not as simple as it first appears.
Higher-Order Characteristics of Phase
Building on the basic idea of phase modulations in a single elec-
trode, as we have studied here, more complex techniques can
be used to demonstrate the importance of phase in neural pro-
cesses. These techniques involve multiple brain regions and/or
data sources. For example, phase synchrony (defined as a
constant relationship between the phases atmore than one elec-
trode) has been hypothesized to facilitate communication
between brain regions and play a role in neural plasticity (Fell
and Axmacher, 2011; Tiesinga and Sejnowski, 2010). This mech-
anism has been associated with neural processing for memory
(Lega et al., 2012) and attention (Fries et al., 2008). Another phe-
nomenon, cross-frequency coupling, occurswhen the amplitude
of a high-frequency oscillation is modulated by the phase of a
lower frequency oscillation (Lakatos et al., 2005; Sauseng and
Klimesch, 2008). The phase of the lower frequency is thought
to define periods of increased or decreased communication,
and this concept has been related to visual processing (Miller
et al., 2010), attention (Lakatos et al., 2008), and the response
to novel auditory stimuli (Tsunada et al., 2011). Lastly, the com-
bination of single-unit neuronal data with extracellular local field
potentials has yielded the notion of spike-phase coherence,
where the spikes of individual cells fire at a preferred phase ofthe LFP. It has been shown that spike-phase coherence is corre-
latedwithmemory strength (Rutishauser et al., 2010) and that the
combination of LFP phase and spike timing aids in the decoding
of single-trial neuronal activity (Kayser et al., 2009).
These concepts could all be applied to the LFP data from the
card-matching game, and they therefore present an opportunity
for future studies. Inclusion of single-unit data may be a logical
first step, as neuronal spikes and LFP are related through synap-
tic activity. The current study focused solely on themodulation of
phase in a single trial at a single electrode, but an analysis of both
spikes and phase acrossmultiple brain regionsmay shed light on
the neural communication involved in these computations.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Participants
We tested six patients (two males and four females with average age 38.6 ±
14.0 years), who had been surgically implanted with depth electrodes as
part of treatment for medically refractory epilepsy. Each one provided
informed consent to participate in the study, which was approved by the
Medical Institutional Review Board at the University of California, Los Angeles.
The subjects performed the task well, having an average of 87.9 ± 20.1 incor-
rect answers for each set of ten puzzles (80 correct answers). Given the need
for the subject to guess the location of the matching cards at the beginning of
each puzzle, this baseline level of incorrect answers is expected.
Electrophysiology
The electrode locations were chosen based exclusively on clinical criteria for
the purpose of identifying the seizure focus. Typically, the targeted regions
included structures in both the temporal lobe (amygdala, hippocampus, ento-
rhinal cortex, parahippocampal gyrus, and superior temporal gyrus) and the
frontal lobe (orbitofrontal cortex, anterior cingulate gyrus, middle cingulate,
and supplementarymotor area). Each patient underwent whole brainmagnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) before being bilaterally implanted with 8–12 depth
electrodes. After implantation, each patient received a computed tomography
scan, which was coregistered to the MRI to verify the placement of the
electrodes. The data were initially recorded at 30 kHz using a 128-channel
Neuroport system (Blackrock Microsystems) and were down-sampled to 2
kHz using the MATLAB ‘‘resample’’ function.
In total, we analyzed data from 472 microwires from 59 depth electrodes
(Table 1). The depth electrodes had eight 1.5mmwide platinum contacts along
the length and eight 40 mmplatinum-iridiummicrowires protruding from the tip.
Thesemicrowires were used to record extracellular LFP activity. A ninth micro-
wire of lower impedance was available as a reference for the recordings. One
of these low-impedance references was used for each group of 32 microwires
(four brain regions). It would have been desirable to use the low-impedance
microwire from each depth electrode as a local reference; however, this was
not possible due to technical limitations at the time. Because of this, the LFP
data were converted to a bipolar montage offline (using software) to ensure
that all neural responses were local to the microwire region. The microwires
on each depth electrode were not evenly spaced throughout the tissue, so
all 28 bipolar combinations were used for each group of eight microwires.
This brings the total data set to (59 depth electrodes) 3 (28 bipolar combina-
tions) = 1,652 electrode measurements. Note that whenever we refer to data
from an ‘‘electrode’’ in the text, we are talking about the bipolarmicrowiremea-
surements as opposed to the clinical (macro) depth electrodes.
Electrode Referencing
We took special care in choosing a reference montage for our analysis, as it
has been shown that using a common reference can sometimes lead to
specious results when investigating properties of the phase (Schiff, 2005).
The decision to use a bipolar montage was based on the assumptions that
(1) the unwanted reference signal was recorded equally by each electrode in
the bipolar pair and (2) each electrode in the pair measured complementary
components of the same phenomenon (Zaveri et al., 2006). AssumptionNeuron 79, 594–606, August 7, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc. 603
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tion (2) is valid due to the extremely localized measurements of the microwire
electrodes. If anything, we would be concerned that two adjacent microwires
were placed so close together that they give exactly the same measurements
and the bipolar pair would thus be useless. The relevant local information
would be thrown away with the unwanted reference signal. We can see from
the results presented here that this is not always the case, although it may
account for the variability of results from each microwire bundle. In general,
the use of a bipolar montage is the most conservative choice we can make;
it guarantees that the signals used in our analysis are localized to a specific
brain region, but it may also reduce the strength of the results due to the
loss of relevant behavioral information.Procedure
Patients were presented with a 4 3 4 grid of face-down cards on a laptop
computer screen and were told that there were eight pairs of matching
cards (Figure 1A). When they used the mouse to click on a face-down card,
the card flipped over and an image appeared. The goal was then to click
on the matching card hidden among the other face-down images. After click-
ing on a pair of cards, matched pairs remained visible, while unmatched
images flipped over again after approximately 1 s in order to be matched on
a later turn. When all 16 cards were matched, a new puzzle was generated
with randomly chosen images and locations. The game contained eight cate-
gories of images (e.g., faces, teddy bears, giraffes, watermelons, ice cream,
shoes, globes, and waterfalls), with six unique images in each category.
Each subject completed two sets of ten puzzles. A set contained 80 correct tri-
als and 87.9 ± 20.1 incorrect trials, depending on how efficiently the patient
completed the task. The experiment was run using the Psychophysics Toolbox
in MATLAB.
In our analysis, we draw a distinction between the mouse click on the first
image of each pair (‘‘first click’’) and the next click on its potential match
(‘‘second click’’). For the six subjects, the average time between the first and
second click ranged from 1.2–2.1 s for the first set of ten puzzles, and it ranged
from 1.0–1.7 s for the second set of puzzles. The average time between all
clicks ranged from 1.7–2.3 s and 1.5–1.8 s for the first and second set of
puzzles, respectively. We also divide the trials into two categories: a correct
trial is one inwhich the two cards revealed amatching pair and an incorrect trial
indicates that the subject chose nonmatching cards.Wavelet Analysis of Intracranial EEG Data
After the recording session, the local field potential data were extracted for
each mouse click on a card, which coincided with the presentation of the
image stimulus. The segments of data were approximately four seconds
long, centered on each click (±2 s). This length was chosen to avoid edge
effects in the time range of interest, which was ±1 s around the stimulus pre-
sentation. After resampling at 2 kHz, we removed the mean of each data
segment during the presentation of the stimulus. No other filtering was done
on the data.
We utilized the free WaveLab toolbox for MATLAB (Donoho et al., 2005) to
perform the wavelet analysis. More specifically, we used the ‘‘CWT_Wavelab’’
function to do a continuous wavelet transform. We chose a complex Morlet
wavelet with the following time domain representation:
jðtÞ= e12t2

eiu0t  e12u20

:
Or equivalently in the Fourier domain,
bjðuÞ= e12ðuu0Þ2  e12ðu2 +u20Þ;
with u0 = 5 representing the number of cycles in the wavelet. For the WaveLab
function, we chose parameters nvoice = 10, scale = 4, and oct = 6. These
settings allowed us to analyze 70 frequencies, ranging from 0.87 Hz
to 103.97 Hz (the frequencies varied by 0.1 from 0.2 to 6.7 on a log-
arithmic scale of base 2). The exact length of each data segment was 8,192
data points (4.096 s at 2 kHz) to fulfill the requirement of an input signal with
dyadic length.604 Neuron 79, 594–606, August 7, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc.The result of convolving theMorlet wavelet with our LFP data was a complex
signal Z(t). We used this to calculate both the instantaneous amplitude
AðtÞ=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Re½ZðtÞ2 + Im½ZðtÞ2
q
and the instantaneous phase
4ðtÞ= arctan

Im½ZðtÞ
Re½ZðtÞ

:
These equations are equivalent to the ‘‘abs’’ and ‘‘angle’’ functions in
MATLAB. The phase spanned the range [p, p] with zero being the peak of
the oscillation.
As a measure of the baseline activity in each data set, we calculated the
average instantaneous amplitude A over 1,000 randomly selected segments
of data. Then, using the standard deviation of amplitude sA over the 1,000
segments and the number of trials n, we were able to represent the amplitude
as a Z score based on the statistics of the population:
~AðtÞ=AðtÞ  AsAﬃﬃﬃ
n
p
:
Single Trial Classification
The goal of single trial classification is to determine how accurately we can
divide single trials of LFP data into two categories based on whether they
were triggered on a correct response (matching cards) or an incorrect
response (nonmatching cards).
Classification of LFP Responses
Webegin byusing the first data set (tenpuzzleswith a total of 80correct trials) to
calculate the classifier. Given this limited data set, we chose a linear classifier.
For all LFP responses in thedata set,wedetermine themeanof thecorrect trials
a and themean of the incorrect trials b, and we define the classifier to be b a.
We then project each new single trial p from the second data set onto this clas-
sifier by taking the dot product over the time range when the image is visible:
q=
Z1
0
pðtÞbðtÞ  aðtÞdt:
Here, p(t) represents the LFP response from a single trial, with t representing
time in seconds.We can calculate the projection q for all correct responses (qa)
and incorrect responses (qb) from the second data set, resulting in two distri-
butions of this parameter. If the mean LFP responses in these two categories
are similar, there will be a large amount of overlap in the distributions. On the
other hand, if the responses are distinct, then the distributions will be as well.
We measure this with the discriminability index d 0, which calculates the dis-
tance between the means relative to the standard deviation (width) of each
distribution:
d
0
=
jqa  qbjﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1
2

s2a + s
2
b
r :
Here, qa and sa are themean and standard deviation of q for the correct trials
and qb and sb are the mean and standard deviation of q for the incorrect trials.
A high value of d 0 indicates a greater ability to classify correct and incorrect
responses on a single-trial basis.
Classification Using the Phase and Amplitude of the LFP
The classification based on amplitude is done exactly as described above,
with the amplitude substituted for the full LFP signal. Because the phase is a
circular quantity, it requires a slight modification of the calculations.
We can represent the phase as a vector quantity in the complex plane,
4ðtÞ= cos 4ðtÞ+ i sin 4ðtÞ= ei4ðtÞ:
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will need to do this separately for the real and imaginary components. Let us
define
4xðtÞh
Xn
j = 1
cos 4jðtÞ;
4yðtÞh
Xn
j = 1
sin 4jðtÞ;
where we are summing over n trials. Then, the mean phase over those trials is
the angle of the sum of the phase vectors:
4ðtÞ= arctan4yðtÞ
4xðtÞ
:
We calculate the classifier by determining these sums for the correct and
incorrect trials and taking the difference:
Dxh4x;incorrect  4x;correct
Dyh4y;incorrect  4y;correct:
And then finally we can project the phase from a new trial q onto the classifier
by taking the dot product in each direction:
q=
Z1
0
cos qðtÞDxðtÞdt +
Z1
0
sin qðtÞDyðtÞdt:
Then, as we did for the full LFP signal, we divide the new trials into correct
and incorrect responses, determine the distribution of q in each case, and
calculate d 0.
Analysis of Intertrial Phase Coherence and Mean Phase Difference
The IPC is a measure of the predictability of the phase response across many
trials. Mathematically, it is the magnitude of the resultant vector after summing
across trials, scaled by the number of trials:
CðtÞ= 1
n
					
Xn
j = 1
ei4jðtÞ
					:
At time t, if the phase is exactly the same across all trials, the vectors will sum
constructively and the IPC will be one. If the phases are uniformly distributed,
the vectors will cancel each other, causing the resultant length and IPC to be
approximately zero.
For small numbers of trials, a certain level of coherence is expected by
chance because it is unlikely that the vectors will have a perfect uniform
distribution (Edwards et al., 2009). To account for this, we incorporate a
correction based on the number of trials n:
IPC2ðtÞ=C2ðtÞ  1 C
2ðtÞ
n
:
Along with the intertrial phase coherence, the mean phase 4ðtÞ can give
an indication of the overall response to a stimulus. More specifically, we
are interested in the difference between the mean phases for different condi-
tions, such as correct and incorrect responses. For two mean phase vectors
41ðtÞ and 42ðtÞ in the complex plane, we calculate the phase difference dðtÞ
using
dðtÞ= arctan j41ðtÞ342ðtÞj
41ðtÞ$42ðtÞ
:This equation is based on the definition of the dot product 41$42 =
j41jj42jcos d and the magnitude of the cross product j41342j= j41jj42jsin d.
In conjunction with the ‘‘atan2’’ function in MATLAB, this will produce a stable
measurement of the smaller angle between the two vectors, always in the
range [p, p].
Mathematical Simulations of the Underlying Mechanism
Simulation of Idealized Mechanisms
We simulated induced oscillations, additive evoked potentials, and phase
resetting at 2 Hzwith a sampling frequency of 2 kHz. Our mathematical models
for the three mechanisms were based on the algorithms presented in Krieg
et al. (2011). Each trial started with an ongoing oscillation of random phase
and an amplitude of one.
We first presented the ideal case for each mechanismwith no noise (Figures
2B and 7A) by calculating the mean amplitude and IPC over 1,000 trials. The
multiplier for the added evoked response (Figure 2B, middle) was 1.25 relative
to the ongoing oscillation. A wavelet transform was used to calculate the
amplitude and phase of each trial; parameters for this were exactly the same
as those used for the LFP data.
Simulation of Mechanisms with Noise
In order to identify the underlying mechanism using the mean amplitude and
IPC, we performed the same simulation many times with varying amounts of
noise (Figure 7B). All parameters were the same as in the ideal case, except
the multiplier for the added evoked response was three. We used 100 trials
for each simulation (to approximately match the LFP data), and we performed
300 simulations of each mechanism. Each simulation represented data from
one electrode and had additive noise. To create realistic electrophysiological
noise, we started with a Gaussian noise signal, took the Fourier transform,
and multiplied by a 1/f filter. We then took the inverse Fourier transform and
added the real component of the resulting signal to the ongoing oscillation
for that trial. The magnitude of the noise increased from 1 to 1500 over the
300 simulations. After generating the noisy trials of data, we used a wavelet
transform to determine the amplitude and phase as described above. We
then calculated the mean amplitude over trials and the IPC (which was
corrected for small n). We recorded each of these values at 600 ms, which
was the peak of the noise-free response. For the mean amplitude, we
subtracted a prestimulus baseline measurement, which was the mean ampli-
tude over the time interval t = [1,0] seconds.
The analysis of the LFP data was performed as described above for the
simulated data, except the values of mean amplitude and IPC were recorded
at 534 ms and a Z score of the wavelet amplitude ~Aðt; fÞ was used. Again, a
prestimulus baseline measurement (the mean of 1 s of data before the
stimulus) was subtracted from the Z score.
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